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INTRODUCTION 

Li-ion batteries  have gained a prominent 
position in the ongoing electrification of 
global transport.  To counter a range of 
their negative externalit ies ,  retaining 
critical materials from Li -ion batteries 
could be crucial  [1].  Examples of retaining 
material  value include battery reuse, 
remanufacturing, repurpos ing, and 
recycling. To support the value retent ion 
of Li-ion batteries ,  a safe and eff icient  
reverse logistics  chain is  needed. 
Although currently only several hundreds 
of batteries are reaching the end of  their 
first l ife,  in the next  decade the number 
of returned electric vehicle batteries 
(EVBs) is  expected to surge. By 2030 
there wi ll  be 11 1 ,000 tonnes (or 25 GWh) of 
end-of-l ife EVBs in Europe, whi le almost 
500 GWh of new batteries wil l  be placed 
on the market [2].  This means tens of 
thousands of heavy-duty trucks 
transporting EoL batteries  a year ,  many 
of which transport them as dangerous 
goods.  

With the EU ’s  focus on establishing the 
safest and most sustainable value chain 
for Li-ion batteries in the world,  the su rge 

in EV sales and society ’s growing concern 
for sustainability ,  the interest in reverse 
logistics of Li-ion batteries  is  increasing. 
Public  and private stakeholders are 
urged to create new regulations,  
business models  and supporting 
technology. 

This market intell igence report will  dive 
into our current understanding of reverse 
logistics ,  the forms it might take in the 
future,  its  challenges,  and enablers .  

 

Figure 1 .  EVBs  reaching end-of- l i fe  in Eu rope 
(GWh) (Source:  Circular E nergy Storag e)
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OVERVIEW 

WHAT IS REVERSE LOGISTICS IN THE CONTEXT OF EVBS?

Reverse logistics ,  a term coined in the 1990s,  now f irmly embedded in logistics can 
be defined as:  “the process by means of which goods are transf erred from their final 
destination to the point of origin with the aim of recover ing value or of reducing 
waste”  [3].  Reverse logistics in the context of EVBs start when the EV user decides 
that the battery is  not satisfying the need and stop when the battery reaches the 
point where the remaining value is  utilised, e.g. , through recycling, repurposing or 
remanufacturing.   

 

Figure 2.  Reverse logistics  process  

 

EVB REVERSE LOGISTICS STEP BY STEP 

To pinpoint  specific challenges of battery reverse logistics let’s  have a closer look at 
each part of the process.   

STEP 1 : COLLECTION AT THE END OF 1ST LIFE  

When the EV owner decides  to replace the battery,  the vehicle must be delivered  to 
an authorised facility ,  usual ly a car dealership ,  dismantler,  or workshop. This can be 
done either by the owner ( if  the vehicle is  functional)  or insurance company if the 
vehicle was subject to a car accident.  In either case,  if  the battery casing remains  
undamaged, the chassis of the car is  assumed to provide enough protection for 
transportation purposes.   

STEP 2: EXTRACTION AND ASSESSMENT 

Once at the authorised facility ,  the battery is  extracted  from the vehicle and its  state 
is  evaluated .  The authorised facil ity should have the equipment and know-how 
required to assess  the state of health (SoH) and state of safety (SoS) of the battery.  
Based on this information a decision is  made whether the battery can be :  

•  Repaired and used in the same vehicle ;  
•  Sent to remanufacturer which prepares the battery for the second use in EV;  
•  Sent to repurposer which adapts it  e.g. ,  for stationary storage; 
•  Sent to recycler if  the battery can no longer be used in other applications.  
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STEP 3: PACKAGING AND STORAGE/ TRANSPORT  

Regardless  of the battery state,  after extraction from EV the battery  is  usually  
properly packaged  (depending on its  state of safety)  and stored  at the extractor  
facility unti l the further step is  taken. In the meantime,  the car gets a new battery  
delivered by the OEM  or a 2 n d  l ife battery .  Once a higher number of old EVBs is  
reached at the extractor,  a logistics  company collects and transports  the batteries  to 
the receiving facility  (remanufacturer,  repurposer or recycler) .  

STEP 4: PRE-TREATMENT 

Before the battery can be remanufactured, repurposed,  or recycled, a series of pre-
treatment activities must be performed. I f it  has not been already done at the 
extractor,  the battery is  discharged  in this step to increase its  safety .  Then, the 
battery is disassembled /dismantled .  The level of disassembly depends on the further  
application. In case of  repurposing and remanufacturing,  battery packs  are 
dismantled to replace faulty modules  or cells  and adapt the electronics.  In case of  
recycling, batter ies are dismantled to separate their components which req uire 
different treatment processes.  

STEP 5: RECLAIMING VALUE  

The further  activities performed by recycle rs partly lie within the scope of the 
previous Market Intel ligence Report  [1],  while remanufacturing and repurposing will  
be covered in one of the next reports .

 

STAKEHOLDERS INVOLVED 

Since the reverse logistics industry is  not yet established, each activity  explained 
above can be performed by more than one stakeholder type (see Figure 3) . At the 
same time, no player in the EU would be able to vertically integrate all the reverse 
logistics  processes. It  is expected that once more batteries reach their EoL , the 
industry will  consolidate and specialise,  e.g. ,  creating a network of authorised 
workshops with expertise in handl ing EVBs and dedicated pre-treatment plants.  

  

 

F igure 3.  Stakeholders  per  RL step   
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RETURN BATTERY FLOWS 

In the first scenario ,  an EVB reaches the 
end of its  first l ife due to car accidents,  
manufacturing defects and other faults.  
Since the first mass -produced EVs 
appeared in 2013-2014, these batteries 
are in most cases stil l  on warranty ,  which 
on average lasts 8 years .  In such a 
scenario,  the OEM replaces the default 
battery through an authorised dealership 
and often takes it back to use in R&D 
second life projects . According to the 
data coming from OEMs, only 2%  of all  
batteries are returned when under 
warranty [4].  

The second scenario occurs when the EV 
is  after warranty  period and the user 
decides to replace it  because of an 
accident (6% )  or insufficient performance 
due to natural degradation (2% ) . In this 
case,  the car owner must pay for the 
repair ,  buy a new battery or a used one, 
while the old battery is often repurposed.  

In the third and most common  scenario 
(90% ) ,  the battery reaches its  end of l ife 
because the EV is  s imply not economical 
to repair  and the owner decides to sell  it  
to another user or to the dismantler,  
which offers  EV parts on a third -party 
market.  The dismantler  decides on the 
next  application for the battery,  based on 
its  remaining value. I f  the battery does 
not have any useful l ife,  it  is  sent to 
recycling.  

In future,  the percentages presented 
above may change in favour of the first 
scenario.  Once higher quantities of EVBs 
reach their end of first l ife,  the car OEMs 
are expected to lead the reverse 
logistics process  by offering take-back 

deals to end-users ,  based on the l ive data 
coming from the vehicles.  This way, 
manufacturers will  be able to maximise  
the value of the EVBs, providing them 
with a second l ife in  collaboration with 
repurposing partners.  Another possibility 
is  that the third-party market for EVBs 
will  grow and facil itate reverse logistics 
instead of the OEMs. Both developments 
will  help reduce the environmental 
footprint of EVBs. 

 

 

  

Figure 4 .  Return battery  f lows  [4] 
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CHALLENGES FOR REVERSE LOGISTICS IN THE EU

The treatment market of used EV Li-ion batteries  and their  reverse logistics  is  stil l  
very immature [5].  While reverse logistics and subsequent treatment are separate 
stages,  they share several challenges .  Challenges can be categorised as:  market and 
social,  regulatory and governance, technology  gaps.  

MARKET & SOCIAL 

According to [6] market  and social 
challenges are current ly the largest to 
the establishment of Li-ion battery RL. 
There seems to be a lack of incentives 
and enablers  for the industry.   

LOW REGULATORY PRESSURE AND 
ECONOMIC INCENTIVE TO CHANGE  

Currently,  a  lack of proper regulation 
stems from a lack of community pressure.  
Several researchers point to citizens ’  lack 
of awareness of RL urgency and 
competitive advantage to the European 
EVB industry as a regulatory and social 
barrier  [6].  Economic incentives are 
lacking as well .  Many companies 
seemingly follow a wait -and-see strategy, 
planning their End-of-Life (EoL) capacity 
parallel to the battery returns growth [7].  
Moreover,  the combination of lowering 
costs for new batteries and high costs of 
reclaiming battery value deters 
investment.  This stems from decreased 
virgin battery costs ,  and the high 
handling and transport cost of Li -ion 
batteries .   For example,  transportation of 
EoL EVBs alone accounts for roughly 40% 
of the recycling cost [9].  Moreover ,  the 
low economies of scale prohibit  
s ignificant cost reductions per unit.  

DISPERSED & UNSTANDARDISED 
SUPPLY 

There is  a lack of a  consolidated supply of 
standardised batteries returned from 
EVs. Sourcing proves to be troublesome 
for remanufacturers and recyclers ,  that 
now must rely on direct communications 

with OEMs or  independent col lectors/  
dismantlers/extractors .  Consolidation is 
thus stil l  lacking on a large scale and 
proves to be a market challenge for 
achieving economies of scale [5].  

REGULATORY & GOVERNANCE 

The infanti le market maturity  of Li-ion 
battery RL also shows in the low level of 
standardisation and regulation with 
regards to testing, labelling,  
transportation, and collection 
responsibilities .  

NO EU-WIDE LABELLING SYSTEM  

While a wide variety of  EVBs exists ,  there 
is  a lack of proper labelling and 
registration systems , making dismantling 
and sorting activities more difficult .  EVBs 
differ much in their  materials ,  
electrochemical characteristics ,  
geometries ,  usage and treatment (e.g .,  
refurbishment) history.  Because of no 
clear labelling and registration system in 
place, dismantlers  and recyclers  have 
started working together with specific 
OEMs [5]. Of course,  this could prove to 
hamper free market mechanisms and 
efficient treatment of higher volumes of  
Li-ion batter ies in the future.  

WASTE SHIPMENT PROCEDURES ARE 
BURDENSOME 
Another complicating factor is  the 
shipment of battery waste,  which is 
considered a hazardous good.  In the 
recent proposal Directive on Waste 
Shipment ,  the European Commission has 
recognised the procedural burden of 
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The main challenges  of EVB reverse logistics lie in the extremely fragmented 
nature of the market .  All relevant  players have hugely  varying budgets,  capacity, 
and risk appetites.  This is  important as the battery data necessary for purchase 
often is concealed, unavailable or difficult to establish ,  while the transfer of  
l iabil ity is vague . 

More generally ,  we are operating in an environment where the values and 
incentives are nascent and very dynamic .  There is  no consensus established on 
recycling vs 2 n d  l i fe usage and all  players are moving and trying to find their  
position. We help accelerate the industry by a) changing the perception of waste 
and b) ensuring subsequent circular energy storage. This is  what will  determine 
whether the EV revolution will  be sustainable.  

The sector is  moving at breakneck speed so keeping up with the pace of change 
means significant costs : whether in battery design, diagnostics ,  transport, or 
second life applications (to name just a small selection) and ensuring proof of  
concept goes to execution at scale.  The different regulatory frameworks on 
reverse logistics in Asia,  the US, and Europe all have nuances and competitive 
dynamics.  Establishing the State of Safety ,  necessary prior to shipping, 
requires time and expensive testing processes, which also drives up the costs .  

 

   
William Bergh, Founder of Cling Systems     
 Start-up developing battery trading platform     

intra-EU transport of waste,  which often 
leads to delays and therefore extra 
transport costs .  For example,  when 
transporting hazardous waste (e.g.,  
battery waste) through the EU, every 
encountered member state must be 
notif ied and give consent to  the 
transporter [10], [11].   

EXTENDED PRODUCER 
RESPONSIBILITY:  UNCLEAR DEFINITON 
AND TRANSFER 

Lastly,  under the 2006 directive it  has 
been unclear what  the Extended 

Producer Responsibility (EPR) is 
regarding Li-ion batter ies .  Under the old  
directive,  Li-ion batteries  were not 
specifically mentioned, as it focused 
primarily on lead-acid traction batteries 
and consumer batteries .  With regards to 
repurposing into secondary applications,  
existing legislation does not def ine how 
the EPR could be transferred  either .  Here,  
it  is  important to f irst define what  waste 
is  and when the repurposer (e.g . ,  for 
stationary energy storage) takes over 
responsibility for the collection of  the 
waste stream [12].

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

https://www.clingsystems.com/
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TECHNOLOGY GAPS 

Technology gaps are limiting the safety,  
efficiency,  and scalability of reverse 
logistics processes , mainly battery 
testing and disassembly.  

LOW SCALABILITY OF BATTERY TESTING 

Before EVB repurposing or recycling,  the 
receiving facility should perform tests  to 
estimate the battery state.  Several 
performance metrics include Remaining 
Useful Life (RUL) ,  State of Health (SOH) 
and State of Safety  (SOS) .  However,  
battery state estimation is  currently 
performed per individual cell  or module 
instead of the entire pack , creating a 
problem in scalability  as the number of 
cells  per EVB is  growing [5].  Moreover,  
SOS assessment requires many steps (8 
tests as prescribed in UN38.3 standard 
[12]) ,  many of which are performed with 
visual inspections,  temperature,  and 
voltage measurements.  Even having 
completed these checks ,  it  is  hard to get 
a good grip on the potential  problems 
inside of a battery cell .  A well-known 
example is  dendrite growth, which is  not 
vis ible without opening the battery cell .  
Only after developing a transparent 
battery cell ,  researchers were able to 
observe dendrite growth within a 
functional battery  (see figure 1)  [13].  New 
automation technologies  and modelling 
are sought to overcome this challenge.  

TIME-CONSUMING DISASSEMBLY 
PROCESS 

The EoL batteries which are to be 
recycled using the hydrometallurgical 
process must be first discharged to 0% 
SoC to increase safety during mechanical 
pre-treatment.  The discharging process 
of EVBs usual ly involves connecting them 
to resistors  where the energy is 
dissipated as heat ,  or to electronic load 
with an AC/DC inverter  so that  the energy 
from the battery can be recovered for 
further use [14].  Although energy recovery 
can increase the profitability and 
sustainability of reverse logistics ,  it  is 
currently technically challenging . The 
dismantler/recycler must request the 
OEM to decode access  to the BMS 
(battery management system) to 
diagnose and unlock the high voltage 
port [15].  Developments in EoL battery 
discharging are thus needed to  improve 
the efficiency of reverse logistics .  Lastly,  
the disassembly of Li-ion batteries 
remains labour-intensive due to the 
variety of battery designs,  flexible 
components (e.g. ,  cables) ,  and the 
electrical and chemical dangers involved 
[16], [17].   
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SOLUTIONS FOR REVERSE LOGISTICS 

 

 
F igure 5.  So lut ions  for Li - ion battery  reverse logistics  

 

MARKET & SOCIAL: SPECIALISED 
STARTUPS & JOINT VENTURE 
SYNERGIES 

 
SPECIALISED STARTUPS 

Start-ups are tackling specific  issues 
within the RL ecosystem. Two such issues 
include the dispersed battery recovery 
market and hazardous battery transport.   
To tackle the dispersed recovery market,  
platform start-ups consolidate and 
address the variety  of second li fe batter y 
types.  They offer a platform  for buyers 
and sellers of  EoL batteries ,  as wel l as  the 
registration of  batteries and their 
performance data (e.g . ,  via IoT) .  Start-ups 
also address  the diff iculties related to 
EoL battery transport  by shredding 
batteries and transporting the resulting 
recyclate,  the black mass .  Since 
transporting black mass is  not hazardous, 

transport hurdles  are avoided.  Activities 
include bringing shredding operations to 
the collection point (e.g. ,  car dismantler) 
or install ing a  distributed network of 
smaller shredding operations.  

NOVEL AUTOMOTIVE REVERSE 
LOGISTICS SCHEMES  

Supporting the value retention of EVBs, 
several OEMs have started testing several 
reverse logistics models ,  with Renault 
and Nissan reaping the advantage of 
their early EV releases.  The first Li-ion 
batteries from the Nissan Leaf and 
Renault Zoe are reaching EoL. Thus,  they 
can test different take back schemes 
ahead of other OEMs. For example,  Nissan 
has launched a take-back scheme in 2018,  
which allowed car owners to r eplace their 
EVBs with remanufactured  Renault 
batteries   [18].   
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Within the next few years ,  the number of EoL batteries from e -mobility and 
stationary applications will  surge, completely transformin g the recycling value 
chain.  This means that both the number and capacity of recycling facilities need 
to increase. The new capacities need to be automated to reduce costs and 
reduce safety risks  in all parts of the value chain.   

The Batt4EU Partnership  under the Horizon Europe research programme focuses 
both on tackling these s hort-term challenges and researching long -term 
solutions like design for sustainable recycling and advanced sorting metho ds that 
will  enable the direct recycling of components.  

 

 
Philippe Jacques, Secretary General of BEPA    
The Batteries European Partnership Association     

 

 

REGULATORY: MORE INCENTIVES, 
EFFICIENCY AND TRANSPARENCY 
 

INCENTIVES FOR MEMBER STATES AND 
INDUSTRY 

The Battery Directive proposal published 
by the European Commission in 
December 2020 includes addresses 
several issues related to Li- ion battery RL 
issues.  The proposal introduces targets 
for the recovery rate and recycling 
efficiency of end-of-li fe EV Li- ion 
batteries .  Alongside these targets,  an 
Extended Producer  Responsibility  is 
proposed for manufacturers of Li- ion. 
Hereby, industry could be incentivised to 
support the establishment of effective 
and efficient Li-ion battery recycling 
streams [19].  

FREE INFORMATION FLOW BETWEEN 
BMS AND BUYER 

The proposal also requires OEMs to 
provide valuable historical BMS data to 
the purchaser of the battery .  While 

collectors ,  extractors  and dismantlers 
currently rely  mostly on agreements  with 
OEMs for this data ,  this measure would 
allow for easier access to usage data,  and 
potentially enable more organisations to 
be involved in the f ield of recycling and 
second use. 

NEW WASTE SHIPMENT & ELV 
REGULATION PROPOSALS 

The new Waste Shipment Regulation  
proposal intends to provide faster and 
clearer procedures  for battery transport .   

Firstly ,  while consent procedures are 
currently paper-based, the European 
Commission intends to digitalise them 
[20].  Secondly,  the rules regarding pre-
consent facilities are made clearer  and 
faster .  Waste treatment facilities  can 
currently receive pre-consent status at 
the member-state level,  which allows for 
faster and easier shipment procedures.  
The new proposal intends to harmonise 
this procedure EU-wide and additional ly 
introduce a fast-track procedure to 
obtain pre-consent status [20].

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://bepassociation.eu/about/bepa/
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TECHNOLOGY: BATTERY TESTING, 
PASSPORT AND ECODESIGN 
 

IMPROVED BATTERY ESTIMATION 
TECHNOLOGIES & METHODOLOGIES  

A new generation of estimation 
technologies and methodologies are on 
their  way, with the exploration of s ix main 
research directions [21]:   

•  estimating several battery states 
categories  jointly  (e.g. ,  State of Health,  
State of Charge)  

•  scaling state estimation from cell to 
pack level 

•  advancing sensing technologies   
•  smart data techniques (e.g. ,  artificial 

intel ligence, machine learning) to 
estimate battery states 

•  enhancing estimation algorithms 
•  electro-thermal-aging management  

Accurate and fast battery state 
estimation is  useful  across applications 
(e.g. ,  charging facilities ,  battery 
management systems),  which could 
further incentivise sensing technologies 
and methodologies.  

 

 

 

LABELLING, PASSPORT AND DIGITAL 
TWINS 

Featured in the new battery directive and 
first proposed by the Global Battery 
Alliance, the battery passport initiative 
could form the future of battery 
registration. The Global Battery Alliance 
is  working on this together with 
industrial partners  such as Audi,  BMW 
and Umicore [22].  Several other battery 
passport initiatives have surfaced as well 
[23]–[25].  A battery passport could bring 
transparency, benchmark framework and 
tracking opportunities for recycling[26].  
Here,  the quality seal imposed by the 
passport could be an enabler for the 
liability issues of repurposing.  

DESIGN FOR CIRCULARITY 

Lastly,  several battery OEMs are 
implementing design for  circularity 
principles in the development of EVBs. 
The design for disassembly and 
standardisation of  EVBs bring 
advantages for all treatment processes.  It  
creates more alternatives for treatment 
in reverse logistics and a chance to delay 
battery recycling flows by 
refurbishing/repairing batteries  [27].  
However,  in the design for disassembly ,  
there remains a trade-off between 
accessibility ,  safety ,  and weight [28].   
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TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

UK AND HONG KONG RESEARCHERS DEVELOPED A MACHINE LE ARNING 
BASED BATTERY TESTING  

To determine the course of action on a  returned Li -ion battery,  the battery ’s state 
needs to be assessed. However,  a lack of data on battery degradation trajectory is 
currently prohibiting relevant model ling approaches to battery assessment.  This  
research applied a machine learning approach using industrial field data to learn how 
battery capacity degrades over time. This is  useful for several battery applications.  To 
reverse logistics ,  models that can predict the State of Health of EV Li-ion battery is  
especially useful.  

READ MORE 

SAFE CONTAINER FOR TRANSPORTATI ON OF DAMAGED EVBS 

Swiss company Thielmann developed a packaging solution al lowing for safe long-
distance transport of batteries from damaged EVs. The product branded as “Battery 
Safe Box”  meets the requirements set by the dangerous goods directive.  The 
packaging is  fi l led with expanded granulated glass which absorbs heat,  while a gas 
management system safely releases  combustion products outside of the box.  The 
packaging can be reused by refil l ing it  with new glass granulate,  decreasing the  
transportation costs . 

READ MORE 

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY DEMONSTRATES A SAFE AND FAST 
ROBOTIC DISASSEMBLY SYSTEM FOR EVBS 

Researchers from Oak Ridge National Laboratory (U.S. ,  Tennessee) presented an 
automatic arm that can remove bolts  and other housing of EVBs regardless of the 
remaining state of  charge (SoC) .  While human operators would have to discharge 
completely the battery,  the machine can skip this step, reducing the risk and t ime 
needed to extract the battery pack e.g. ,  to the recycling line.  The researchers claim 
their automated system can process batteries 10 times faster when compared to 
manual disassembly. 

READ MORE 

US-BASED START-UP REDIVIVUS PREPARES A TRUCK SHREDDING LI-ION 
BATTERIES ON-SITE 

‘Redi-Shred’ ,  a new solution developed by a start-up from the US, is  a mobile recycling 
system. It consists of a truck that shreds and neutralises Li-ion batteries  on-s ite,  
turning them into a black mass which can be safely transported to the recycling 
facility  without additional costs related to hazardous materials  transport.  Redivivus 
plans to combine this mobile shredding solution with its  hydroelectric refining 
process to commercially recover materials  from Li -ion batteries .  

READ MORE 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2666389921001458
http://ipackima.smart-catalog.it/en/thielmann-ucon/updates/2020-11-23-the-first-shipment-of-thielmann-battery-safe-boxes-has-just-been-sent-to-auto-giant-skoda-part-of-t
https://www.ornl.gov/news/automated-disassembly-line-aims-make-battery-recycling-safer-faster
https://www.idtechex.com/en/research-article/unique-models-adopted-by-li-ion-battery-recycling-start-ups/25641
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MARKET DEVELOPMENTS 

SECOND ROUND OF SEED FUNDING FOR A BATTERY DIGITAL TWIN 
START-UP 

A German-based start-up Circunomics  develops a solution that will  give a unique 
identity to each battery,  digitalis ing its  l ifecycle with data regarding performance,  
materials ,  and sustainability .  The digital twin wil l  help to select the best future use 
case for each battery,  s implifying testing and trading activities .  In 2021 the start -up 
closed the second seed round of  €1.8 million ,  partnering with multinational  recycler  
TES-AMM among others.  

READ MORE 

A NORDIC START-UP AIMS TO ENABLE MORE EFFICIENT REVERSE 
LOGISTICS OF BATTERIES 

Cling Systems is  a start-up building a battery marketplace aimed at car assemblers  
in the Nordic region and remanufacturers across Europe. The platform will allow 
matching supply and demand for used batteries ,  decreasing the costs of  reverse 
logistics .  The start-up secured a seed funding of  SEK 21 million (USD 2.3 million)  
coming from 3 venture capitals and 5 business angels .   

READ MORE 

BATTERY REPAIRS REQUIRE A LARGE NETWORK OF QUALIFIED CENTRES 
–  LESSON FROM OEM 

The volume of battery return flows highly depends on the a bility of car service 
stations to perform activities like testing, dismantling and repair s . VW has two 
qualification centres in Germany, in Er furt and Wolfsburg , soon to be joined by a third 
location, in Nurtingen.  Employees of the service stations  are trained to become high-
voltage experts  and to be able to repair faulty batteries .  VW currently already has  265 
such stations with authorised personnel in Germany and aims to increase this number 
to 450.  

READ MORE 

LI-CYCLE IS TESTING TWO-STEP SPOKE BATTERY REVERSE LOGISTICS 
MODEL IN THE US 

Transporting hazardous waste across states or countries is  an expensive business,  
therefore Li-Cycle,  a Canadian-based start-up, developed a battery return model  
which involves  an additional step before the Li-ion batteries  end up at the recycl ing 
facility .  First,  batteries are collected and transported to regional spoke  facilities ,  
where the batteries are shredded and transformed into a black mass ,  which is  then 
transported as a non-hazardous waste to the hydrometallurgical plant.  Li-Cycle 
currently operates two spoke plants an d two others planned. Their first hub plant is  
expected to begin operation in 2023.  

READ MORE 

https://www.circunomics.com/post/second-seed-round-is-a-wrap
https://www.clingsystems.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Cling-Systems-seed-annonucment-ENG.pdf
https://shaping-mobility.volkswagen.com/en/stories/battery-repairs-in-an-electric-car-is-that-possible-14762
https://li-cycle.com/technology/
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POLICY DEVELOPMENTS 

THE NEW BATTERY DIRECTIVE –  ENABLER OF 2N D  LIFE BUSINESSES 

Among many new environmental  rules  introduced by the new Battery Directive 
proposed in 2020, some may help create a market for 2nd life applications of EVBs. 
The document suggests mandatory requirements on labelling and information , a kind  
of battery passport that would store information on sustainability and data on the 
state of health and expected li fetime. Furthermore,  clear rules of  end-of-life  
management will  be established , such as collection targets and a framework for 
battery repurposing. 

READ MORE 

EUROPEAN NGOS AND COMPANIES HASTEN EU MINISTERS TO 
IMPLEMENT BATTERY LAW 

While the new Battery Directive has been praised for ambitious  environmental  
targets,  it  is stil l  being discussed by the EU Member States . The EU Council have 
recently  proposed delays for the introduction of rules targeting the reduction of  
batteries ’  carbon footprint  and for the phase-in of mandatory supply chain checks for  
environmental and human rights abuses.  8 battery businesses and 40 environmental  
NGOs in a letter to EU Environment Ministers are  warning against the delays ,  which 
may slow down the sustainable tra nsition of the automotive sector.  

READ MORE 

EOL VEHICLES ON THE WAY TO RECEIVE AN UPDATED DIRECTIVE  

The European Commission carried out an evaluation of Directive 2000/53/EC on end -
of-life vehicles  [29],  which has become outdated because of s ignificant market  
developments  and new targets for collection and recycling. The evaluation together  
with public consultation highl ighted some shortcomings of the old document such 
as:  lack of interconnection between the Member States on registration and de -
registration of vehicles ,  the need for  more detailed provisions to support the des ign 
of new vehicles to facil itate their dismantling and recycling , the absence of separate 
target for re-use,  and the lack of a fully extended producer responsibility system 
established by the ELV Directiv e.  The European Commission is  expected to publish a 
proposal for an updated ELV directive in 2022.  

READ MORE 

 

This  report  ref lects  only  the author’s  v iew.  The European Commiss ion and the  Innovat ion and  
Networks  Executive  Agency ( INEA) are not  responsible  for any  use that  may be made of the 
information i t  contains .  
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https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/qanda_20_2311
https://www.eba250.com/eu-companies-warn-against-counterproductive-delays-to-batteries-law/
https://www.interregeurope.eu/smartwaste/news/news-article/13239/upcoming-new-eu-legislation-on-end-of-life-vehicles/
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